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Abstract:

Deeply inf luenced  by Iqbal ' s thought and

philosophy, Prof. Naeem Siddiquee is a significant

poet and author of Urdu and English language.

Prof. Siddiquee having absorbed impact of Iqbal's

writings, has not limited the effect to himself but

he has also endeavoured to extend the spirit of

Iqbal's thought to the literary segments that speak,

understand and venture in English language. He

translated selected sections of "Baal-e-Jabreel" in

1996; like a sage translator, he has tried to be

successful in keeping the aura and spirit of the

original text intact. However, at times it feels that

he could not perfectly master some of  the key

concepts and references used by Iqbal , which

result in certain gaps.

















 














 


"Take not from me the pleasure of sighs at dawn

And cloud not with neglect Thy eye of grace"(3)













 
 


"One man gives not a straw to men of wisdeom;

Another bestows on donkeys gardens of roses"(5)












 




"Be it the King's palace, or the fakir's sanctum,

Both have usurped God's power of providing

Sustenance"(7)




 



"Even the Orphean Lyre

Falters and fails sometimes

Even the greatest master

will nod a Homer does"(9)




  
: 

"To javid; On Receiving His First

Letter from London"(11)





   

 Star  





 Book of Psalms  

 Straw  

 glass  

 Solomon  

 light  

 aliens  






 eagle  

 sound  

 ecstasy  

 beast  











 


"A man of God is neither of the East nor the West

My home is not a city nor a clime"(13)












 






"Whether imperial power or democracy's Force

Tyranny results when Church and state are

divorced"(15)

 "Church" 
" R e l i g i o n " 

 "Church"



 


 
 


 
 
 
  
 

  


"Look! what wonders the spring has wrought!

The river bank is a paradise!

Rose embowered glades,

Blossoming Jasmine and hyacinth

And violets, the envy of the skies!

Rainbow colours transformed

Into a chorus of rapturous sounds,

And the harmony of flowers.

The hillside is carnation-red;

In the languid Raze, the dir

Seems drunk with the beauty of life!





The broook, on the heights of the hill, Dances to

its own music:

The world is dizzy in a pageant of colours.(17)
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